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Introducing Avoir Sheers, the must-have window solution for those who want 
an elegant and smart look. Perfect for homes, offices, and businesses alike, these 
woven textured sheers bring a charming and fashionable flare to any room. The 
sheer fabric drapes beautifully on any window; its matt look adds sophistication 
and subtle texture, with an impressive soft hand feel that ensures good quality 

every time. Choose from wide range of fashionable colors to match your decor 
while infusing any area with character and style. Even in natural light, Avoir 
sheers provide a pleasant diffused look without blocking sunshine. The wider 
width sheers give a soft natural look to bring out the best features of every space. 

Opt for Avoir Sheers for an environment filled with charm and grace!

AVOIR SHEERS





Corso Sheers are the epitome of luxury. These beautiful sheer curtains offer a rich, sophisticated look 
and feel to any room in your home or hotel. The unique contrasting texture provides added depth for 
an especially luxurious look, and the range of colors is sure to meet any of your decorating needs! In 
addition to their stunning appearance, these curtains provide excellent color fastness, meaning they 
retain their vibrancy over time without fading. With Corso Sheers, you won’t have to worry about them 
getting dull or dated. The subtle texture gives a certain elegance as this curtain drapes gracefully at 
any window. And don’t forget they make ideal choices for either residential or hotel projects! Add a 
touch of style and beauty to your space with Corso Sheers! Try them in your home or business today 

for an enhanced living experience like no other.

CORSO
(11 Colourways)



CORSO-SNOW

CORSO-IVORY

CORSO-AQUA

CORSO-CASHEW

CORSO-MINT

CORSO-BLUSH



CORSO-GUNMETALCORSO-SILVERCORSO-SMOKE
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Product Name

Width in CM

Repeat size in CM

Composition

Weight GSM

Rec. Usage

Care Instructions

Martindale

Piling

Colour Fastness

CORSO

300

Hor (1) x Ver (1)

100% PES

153

NA

NA

4-5

mHJD

CORSO-DOVE CORSO-WILLOW



Are you looking for beautiful, light and airy window sheers that will add a touch of sophistication to any room? Look no 
further than GAMMA SHEERS! These matt sheers have muted tones, which will provide a subtle hint of colour to your 
living or bedroom area that won’t overpower the other decorative features. Plus, they are incredibly lightweight while 
still being durable and protective. With GAMMA SHEERS, you can enjoy natural sunlight filtering through the sheer 
fabric while knowing your furniture and décor is shielded from harsh UV rays. And there’s no need to worry about 
excessive heat transfer; these high-quality window treatments keep interiors cool during the summer months. 
But when winter comes around, you won’t have to worry about losing valuable warmth either; GAMMA SHEERS provide 
insulation qualities that help maintain comfortable temperatures indoors. These one-of-a-kind matt sheers are great for 
adding character to space without taking away from any existing design elements in the area. Whether you’re looking for 
an elegant complement to modern décor or something timeless that can represent all types of styles, GAMMA SHEERS has 
what you need! Try them today and enjoy added privacy and exquisite interior design with this single window treatment!

GAMMA
(12 Colourways)



GAMMA-ECRU

GAMMA-SAND

GAMMA-IVORY

GAMMA-BLUSH

GAMMA-MINT GAMMA-AQUA



GAMMA-GREYSTONEGAMMA-ROCKGAMMA-FLINT

Technical Details
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Product Name

Width in CM

Repeat size in CM

Composition

Weight GSM

Rec. Usage

Care Instructions

Martindale

Piling

Colour Fastness

GAMMA

300

Hor (1) x Ver (1)

100% PES

87

NA

NA

4-5

mHJD

GAMMA-DOVEGAMMA-SNOW GAMMA-BLOSSOM



MEESA SHEERS offer you a rich and elegant touch to your vintage-inspired interior. This jute-look fabric has 
spaced out woven yarns that deliver a sophisticated, neutral, and fashionable tone. Just imagine being able 
to appreciate the natural beauty of your environment with minimal light occlusion! With our beautiful selection 
of neutrals, warm tones, and attitude-filled pigments that burst with life, you can easily make every room come 
alive. On top of esthetics, MEESA SHEERS also boast great performance in order to make sure you get the ut-
most satisfaction from this product. You don’t have to worry about sunlight streaming in through your windows; 
a good amount can pass through the sheers for a soft diffusive lighting perfect for your space. Maintenance is 
easy too – MEESA SHEERS have great color fastness which means they will retain their dazzling hue no matter 
what! At MEESA SHEERS we believe that luxury isn’t an extravagance; it’s an experience all can enjoy! Come 

explore how to power up your interior with our range of high quality and durable sheers today.

meesa
(12 Colourways)



MEESA-BLOSSOM

MEESA-ECRU

MEESA-DOVE

MEESA-IVORY

MEESA-WHEAT

MEESA-MINT



MEESA-SMOKEMEESA-LINEN

MEESA-SAND

MEESA-VANILLA

MEESA-CASHEWMEESA-BEIGE

Technical Details
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Product Name

Width in CM

Repeat size in CM

Composition

Weight GSM

Rec. Usage

Care Instructions

Martindale

Piling

Colour Fastness

MEESA

300

Hor (1) x Ver (1)

93% PES, 7% CAT

143

NA

NA

4-5

mHJD



Get ready to make a statement with MUSHIO SHEERS! These unique and delicate sheers are the perfect 
addition to any home. The fashionable tones of nuteral, fashion colors create a fantastic look, with colored 
threads running in vertical directions and chevron base patterns that add to the ambience. Not only do they 
look great, but they have an incredibly nice drape too! These lightweight sheer curtains bring in natural 
light while giving you privacy at the same time. They add just the right amount of softness to your room 
without sacrificing style or sophistication. With MUSHIO SHEERS, you’ll be able to decorate your windows in 
stunning fashion that everyone will want to copy! Investing in Muschio Sheers ensures you will always 
be up-to-date with ever changing trends while still commanding classic appeal and lasting fashion. 

Shop online now and complete your interior design dreams!

MUSHIO
(10 Colourways)



MUSHIO-IVORY

MUSHIO-ECRU MUSHIO-BLOSSOM

MUSHIO-MINT MUSHIO-AQUA

MUSHIO-DOVE



MUSHIO-SMOKE MUSHIO-METAL

MUSHIO-FOG

Technical Details
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:

Product Name

Width in CM

Repeat size in CM

Composition

Weight GSM

Rec. Usage

Care Instructions

Martindale

Piling

Colour Fastness

MUSHIO

300

Hor (1) x Ver (2.5)

100% PES

95

NA

NA

4-5

mHJD

MUSHIO-WHEAT



For any further details, Please feel free to Contact 
09643403802, 0124-4632300
Corp. Off: Plot No: 42, Sector 32,

Institutional Area, Gurugram-122003, Haryana (India)
Email: crm@fandf.in     Website: www.fandf.online


